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Speaking Out

The Importance of Our
Military Communities
By NCLM President and Jacksonville Mayor Pro Tem Michael Lazzara

A

nyone who has been around
me for any length of time
soon will know that I am from
a military community. I take great
pride in that fact, and that the working
relationship between Jacksonville and
Camp Lejeune is one of many examples
in North Carolina of a municipality and
a military base that work together to try
to make life good for military families,
the vast numbers of military contractors
and the wider civilian community.
Inevitably, the challenges that arise
when integrating the needs of our
national defense and those of municipal
operations and civilian populations
adjacent to military bases can be
complex and daunting. But through
groups like the North Carolina Military
Affairs Commission and our own
NCLM affiliate group, the Military Host
Cities Coalition (headed by Jacksonville
Mayor Sammy Phillips), this state has
long been able to claim the title of “Most
Military-Friendly State in the Country.”
The claim to that title is something
that we should all cherish. After all, our
military bases are huge contributors
to local economies and the larger state
economy.
In all we have five major military
bases: Fort Bragg, outside of Fayetteville
and Spring Lake; Camp Lejeune Marine

Corps Base here in Jacksonville; New
River Marine Corps Air Station, also
near Jacksonville; Seymour Johnson Air
Force Base in Goldsboro; and Cherry
Point Marine Corps Air Station and
Naval Air Depot adjacent to Havelock.
In addition, Sunny Point Military Ocean
Terminal lies near South Port, and U.S.
Coast Guard Base Elizabeth City is a
major facility for that branch of the
military.
According to figures from 2015,
North Carolina had the fourth largest
military population in the United
States. The military here is believed to
support roughly 10 percent of overall
employment in state, with 578,000 jobs
– a figure that includes about 102,000
active duty military and another
386,000 military-supported jobs in
the private sector. The North Carolina
National Guard also has about 11,700
military personnel across the state.
That employment represents nearly
$34 billion in state personal income
and $66 billion in gross state product,
according to the N.C. Department of
Commerce. In the 2014 fiscal year, U.S.
Department of Defense contracting in
the state totaled $2.5 billion.
The economic impact does not
end with just active duty military,
civilian contractors and the private
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business supported by their patronage.
Military veterans in North Carolina
– approximately 775,000 of them –
represent the eighth largest veteran
population in the nation, and their
pension and other benefits – around $8
billion annual – ripple through the state
economy as well.
The obvious point here is that our
military bases and personnel are hugely
important to North Carolina’s economic
and social well-being.
But I think, increasingly, North
Carolina military communities are
seeing another, less obvious benefit
from their presence: The brainpower of
our men and women in uniform as they
leave those military careers behind.
Our modern military, of all branches,
is the most professional, prepared and
technically-savvy in the history of
civilization. We see more and more of
these folks, as they leave the military,
use that expertise gained there to create
new, innovative businesses helping to
grow our economy further.
It’s a trend we need to continue to
encourage.
And while we are doing that, let’s also
be thankful that they are here and for
the job that they do keeping our country
safe. SC

Fuquay-Varina’s Aviator Brewery
Expanding, Adding Jobs
In each edition, Southern City will regularly feature one of the local stories uploaded
by member municipalities to HereWeGrowNC.org as a part of the League’s campaign
promoting investments by cities and towns that aid economic growth. To learn how
your local story can be featured, go to HereWeGrowNC.org.

O

ne of Fuquay-Varina’s most
notable destinations and
employers is expanding its
Fuquay-Varina manufacturing and
distribution operations, bringing 75
new full and part time jobs to the
community.
Aviator Brewing Company, a leader
in the craft brewing manufacturing
and distribution industry, is proposing
a $4.065 million manufacturing,
commercial and distribution facility
expansion project. This expansion will
result in the creation of 75 new jobs
over the next five years. The project
broke ground last week and will be
complete by spring 2019.
Aviator Brewing currently operates
in a 22,000-square-foot warehouse
at 209 Technology Park Lane in
Fuquay-Varina. The expansion project
includes relocating the company’s
manufacturing and distribution
operations to their recently purchased
downtown warehouse formally known
as the Gold Leaf Tobacco warehouse.
The new 109,000-square-foot facility
will be located about one block from
the company’s current restaurant, retail
and tap house locations in the Varina
District in downtown. The expansion

also includes the purchase of new
machinery and equipment. Aviator
has plans to convert their current
manufacturing space into a facility to
manage their growing catering event
business.
“I am excited that Aviator Brewing
Company, one of the nation’s leaders
in craft brewing manufacturing will
expand its operations in FuquayVarina,” stated Mayor John W. Byrne.
“I appreciate the commitment by
Aviator Brewing Company. The Town
of Fuquay-Varina is tremendously
proud of Aviator and looks forward
to supporting this industry leader in
achieving continued success.”

“I would like to thank the FuquayVarina Town Board for believing in the
long-term success we have planned for
Aviator Brewing Company,” said Mark
Doble, CEO of the Aviator Brewing
Company. “We started our business in
an airplane hangar nearly 10 years ago
and now we have grown to become one
of the top craft breweries in the U.S. I
appreciate the support and partnership
of the Town and look forward to
working with the Town on all our future
endeavors.”
Aviator Brewing Company, founded
in 2008 by Doble, is headquartered in
Fuquay-Varina and has been brewing
since 2008 when the company began
continued on page 47
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Cover Story

Mayor Ian Baltutis:

COLLABORATION
“Never Ages”

N

By Ben Brown, NCLM Advocacy Communication Associate

o matter one’s age, there’s a way with public service.
So notes Ian Baltutis, believed to be the youngest mayor in the

history of Burlington. Elected in 2015 at age 30, he was well beyond

the voting-age starting line, but certainly behind the mayoral norm.
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Left and above: Mayor Baltutis says
outreach across age barriers is the best
part of public service; he notes that kind
of outreach impacted him when he was
young. Photo credits: City of Burlington

It’s actually a pretty worn-out
observation at this point; Mayor Baltutis
has heard remarks about his age since
the first time he ran for the seat, in 2013.
Still, he works with it. He knows his
age can spark dialogue about access,
inclusion, transition and ideas in local
government. Spreading awareness
with the social media hashtag

#MillennialMayor, he’s caught the
stereotypes of 20- to 30-somethings
like foul balls and thrown them back as
conversation pieces.
“I look at it as an amazing
opportunity to rewrite the narrative,”
he said, ultimately to convey that each
generation has its own remarkable
talents and energy. He extends that
conversation to kids by venturing into
classrooms to talk about how accessible
local government can be to them.
“So I’ve spoken to preschoolers all the
way up to Elon (University) students
and gotten them to really think about
their role as a public servant sometime
in their life and how they’re going to
take their skillset, whether they’re an
automotive technician, or a teacher, or a
poli-sci major – whatever their specialty
is – how they’re going to take that and
apply it to helping improve their city,”
the mayor said.

It’s sort of a pay-forward from an
experience he had when he was in high
school, before any political murmurs
from within.
“Growing up in Minneapolis, I was
a cross-country skier – and our mayor,
R.T. Ryback, was a big cross-country
skier. So, he was working on promoting
this new ski marathon that the city had
started, and so they needed a number
of cross-country skiers, high-school
skiers, to ski with him – roller-ski down
a street to promote the new finish
line,” Mayor Baltutis recalled during an
interview in his office at the Burlington
Municipal Building. “I just happened to
get selected … and so we got to rollerski down the street with the mayor.
And it was the first time I ever met a
mayor, and I thought that was so cool
(laughter). It was probably the littlest
blip in his world, but it was huge for
me.”
Mayor Baltutis said that after his 2015
election in Burlington (to where he’d
moved to attend college, at Elon, class of
2008), he reached out to Ryback, who
kindly granted him a meeting.
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Above: Outside the Burlington Municipal
Building, Mayor Baltutis offers a sneak
peak at the city’s 125th anniversary sign,
unveiled to the public at a celebration later
that night. Photo credit: Ben Brown
Right: The mayor says he sees more
opportunity for community involvement
and warmth in things like roundtable
meals and bookclub get-togethers, versus
traditional governmental functions that
may feel a bit un-engaging.
Photo credit: City of Burlington

“He’s now a mentor,” Mayor Baltutis
said. “It was that moment. It was that
exposure to what a mayor could be. His
vision, excitement, energy. And so, my
outreach to students is to try to create
this moment, and this connection,
to where they see what that kind of
personality can look like.”
Now, he said, it’s not uncommon to
run into one of the 2,000-plus school
kids he’s spoken with around town.
“Kids will run up to me and be like,
‘You’re the mayor, right?! You came to
my class! Mom, come over here! Dad,

come over here!’ …. And they get to
introduce somebody else to the mayor.
It’s empowered them. Can you imagine
being a 7-year-old running across the
mall to go introduce your mom to the
mayor? That’s just been so much fun.”
As he spoke with Southern City on
a Feb. 13 visit, the clanking sounds
of workers outside muffled through
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the office window. Out in front of the
Municipal Building, they were piecing
together a large canopy and other
setups for what, that night, would be
a huge milestone party for the city
and its residents – celebrating 125
years of incorporation – moving the
conversation into what the city is today.
Burlington is a maker community and

Left: Mayor Baltutis, an inventor himself,
comes from startup and entrepreneurship
scene and is working to foster its growth in
Burlington. Photo credit: City of Burlington
Lower left: An intricate piece of public art
charms the Burlington Downtown Historic
District. Photo credit: Ben Brown

always has been, even as traditional
manufacturing transitions to tech
pursuits and startup culture.
It wasn’t a change of subject.
For this mayor, it’s all about
collaboration, going right back to
embracing the diversity of talent that
any age or walk of life can bring the
city, adapting to today’s climate of
entrepreneurial change and variety
while respecting the aged framework
that made the Alamance County town
great.
Mayor Baltutis himself is an
entrepreneur and inventor, behind a
series of products – from washingmachine footpads to drone-camera
mounts – made of an ultra-soft
polyurethane rubber with applications

that continue to present
themselves. He’s made
it a priority to share his
business- and productdevelopment skills
around the community.
“Since I’m an
entrepreneur and an
inventor, my focus
has been personally
working with a lot
of the startups and helping to create
a community that’s supportive,” he
said. “That involves networks and
technology and skills and making sure
all of those pieces are there, and leading
as an authentic leader from within the
community rather than government
sort of subjecting their viewpoint into
the community.”
While competition is often the driver
of innovation, Mayor Baltutis sees value
in a variation on that formula.
“It’s about creating collaboration
within the community, and recognizing
that the way we compete in business is
less about competition and more about
collaboration and sharing of ideas,
and so building a community where
people can run into each other and

interact and share their expertise and
their viewpoints and then create new
opportunities out of that,” he said.
That’s partly why there’s a lot of
focus on downtown revitalization in
Burlington.
“Downtowns are those authentic
colliders, where you’re at the coffee
shop and you run into someone who
does, like, drumming and music
development, and you start talking,
and something else pops out of that,” he
explained.
These organic conversations can
teach government a lot about itself, he
added. For instance, a perceived lack of
connection between entrepreneurs and
local government played a part in his
runs for mayor. “What we realized was,
as we were focused on a collaborative
environment, these folks are going to
be out in the open and we need a good
relationship with all of these partners in
the community,” he said.
He values an open-door policy for
Burlington’s various sectors to get to
know local government and vice-versa
for mutually beneficial growth, and
says keeping one another in mind,
even with good-faith simple ideas, can
do wonders. Mayor Baltutis credits a
fellow council member, Bob Ward, for
helping with a public-favoring change to
parking in the Municipal Building lot.
“We used to have very limited visitor
parking, and then employee parking
right next to the building,” the mayor
explained. “If we’re really serving the
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community, shouldn’t, just like any
business, our prime customer parking
be right next to the entrance? So, we
changed that.”
In addition to several customerservice improvements, access to
government’s ear is also changing. He
recalled city “listening sessions” where
municipal officials outnumbered
residents. “Just thinking, this is probably
the worst way we can engage with the
community today, in our age of social
media and communication,” he said.
“Just last week we had two youth
solutions forums, and Council Member
Kathy Hykes brought up youth violence
in our community, and how do we find
gaps and opportunities for solutions,”
he continued. “And so instead of a panel

and a lone microphone, we created a
collaborative solutions forum. So, folks
showed up to these two sessions, they
were broken into random groups of
12 people with a facilitator, and they
engaged in a two-hour discussion about
the real issues. And there were youth
members at the table, there’s folks from
all different organizations all across
the community, discussing the issues
and possible solutions and what else
needs to be asked, who else needs to
be in this room…. So it took it from
being an adversarial shouting match to
a really collaborative solutions forum.
The second session had over a hundred
people show up. Phenomenal turnout
and phenomenal engagement.”
The mayor continued listing

examples of government-community
improvement, but the bottom line was
always inclusion, collaboration and
conducive dialogue, involving everyone
from kids to big business.
“We’ve never lost sight of the human
relationship component of what a
city should be,” Mayor Baltutis said.
“It’s about getting people involved
and understanding their story and
what Burlington is to them…. Every
step along the way, it’s been about
recognizing individual people and
understanding their goals and being
their champion, and building that
relationship with all ages, so that
they have a personal connection to
Burlington, and to city hall.
“I think that never ages.” SC

THE POWER TO
PROTECT THE FUTURE
TRANSMISSION - DISTRIBUTION - SUBSTATION
Utilities constantly face the challenge of delivering secure, reliable and affordable
power. Utility Lines Construction Services, LLC (ULCS) builds and maintains the
infrastructure you need to protect the future of the grid. Our skilled workforce and
supervision can help you complete your construction projects safely, on time, and
on budget.
ULCS, an Asplundh company, is a trusted partner with over 50 years of experience
and expertise in:
Electric Distribution Overhead
& Underground
Electric Substation & Transmission
Street Lighting & Fiber Services

Drilled Piers & Equipment Foundations
Project Management &
Design Services
Emergency Storm Planning
& Restoration

877.884.5426 | ULCS-LLC.COM
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The Very Real Backlash
to Generational Stereotyping

T

By Ben Brown, NCLM Advocacy Communication Associate

he conference speaker loaded up his stack of slides, ready to enlighten an
audience of government and business professionals about a pressing topic:
millennials – explaining their quirky work habits, style, what they’re looking for
in life, and how older supervisors can use this knowledge to better engage with

them in the workplace. In a time of such generational shift and wide-open questions about
the readiness and values of tomorrow’s leaders, it appeared to be in-demand information.
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Matt Thornhill, a generations expert with
the Institute for Tomorrow, says it’s just not
relevant to say, “When I was your age....”

Photo credit: Ben Brown

But when one of those slides made
its way to Twitter (via smartphone pic
from the audience) ridicule ensued
from the age-group in question.
That slide, titled “What Millennials
Really Want,” listed out generic
attributes that could’ve been applied to
anyone of any working age, like “sense
of meaning,” “learning,” and “work-life
balance.”
To audience members in their 20s
to mid-30s – and to their cohorts
weighing-in on social media – it just
came off like another eye-rollable
example of flailing efforts to figure
them out.
As one Twitter commenter posted,
“Do other (generations) at work want
mindless jobs where they lack pathways
to leadership, no connection to their
boss, & zero work/life balance?”
“I think they misspelled human
beings,” commented another.
Other slides in the presentation
received similar reviews, and people of
all ages began tagging that conference
speaker in social media posts asking
him where he came up with his
material.
It was a small and easy, but
noticeable, episode in what more
broadly represents a backlash from
members of the enormous millennial
generation to the homogenization,
to the perceived efforts to stuff them
into a generational stereotype, instead
of what they really want: for one, to
see the blanket overuse of the word
“millennial” taper off.

That’s actually happening at some
workplaces, and even in media. In
December 2017, the Wall Street Journal
published a piece titled “Millennial
Misstep” that admitted to slinging
the word, with all its no-work-allplay hipster connotations, without
considering the offense it might be to
younger readers. “We risk alienating
them if we write about them with
such disdain,” the Journal said.
“Increasingly, we are not just covering
how economists or marketers perceive
this generation. We are writing for
and about a group of people who are
building major companies, altering the
way we work and live, and challenging
long-held notions of family and
society.”
Professional organizations like
the national Engagement Local
Government Leaders, or ELGL, have
flat-out banned usage of “millennial,”
referring to it only as the “m-word.”
Too often, the word “is used to
pigeonhole people – especially people
who are earlier in their careers – into
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certain stereotypes,” Kirsten Wyatt,
ELGL’s executive director, told the
League’s Municipal Equation podcast.
“I think that to stereotype and to
assume that an entire generation of
people acts a certain way doesn’t do
us any good.... It doesn’t help us, from
our vantage point, (with) improving
local government workplaces, and also
making local government workplaces
places that people want to work with
and want to engage with and want to
spend their careers with.”
Coincidentally, one day after the
Wall Street Journal piece appeared, a
young person named Alyssa Wolverton
wrote a widely circulated blog post
that wrestled with whether local
government was inviting enough
to young professionals, even as she
emphasized the importance of young
people choosing local government
work. She said she sure wanted it.
The magna cum laude graduate
wrote that she was looking for the same
things that any career-minded person
wants – good pay, good location, the

Practical ideas for local governments
to better involve younger employees
(according to Kirsten Wyatt, ELGL)
Don’t hoard training and networking opportunities among
senior staff; send new or young employees to conferences
where they can learn and interact with peers.
Consider creating transitional positions like “assistant to
the director” to give a lower employee direct experience in
supervisory roles alongside the senior supervisor.
Explore the possibility of a flexible schedule, like a four-day
workweek with longer daily hours, or a work-from-home
option enabled by technology.
Show employees you’re doing the research on new workplace
or scheduling policies that today’s employees might desire.
Consider reshaping the traditional maternity leave policies to
include men as well as women.
chance to be challenged, the chance to
learn and really become an asset. As
a student, she was rewarded for that
spirit, she said.
But then she got internships with
local governments and found “none
of that mattered,” she wrote. While

acknowledging that her experience
was singular and not necessarily
representative of the local government
universe, Wolverton said perceptions
among the higher-ups about her age
snared her. Her ideas and enthusiasm,
for instance, were received as cute but

nothing for further consideration.
“In my two years in two different
government internships, I went from a
confident, skilled, and well-developed
leader to a helpless, unskilled and
disheartened barely-professional,”
Wolverton wrote, clarifying that
she walked into the roles hoping for
guidance, inclusion, feedback and
recognition about her work. “To be
fair, I’m sure I failed to meet their
expectations too,” she said.
If social media activity is any gauge
(and many would say it is), Wolverton’s
blog post was popular. Peers called it
“spot on” and “super relatable.” A local
government administrator of an older
generation added, “We have lots to
learn from you and others.”
Wyatt said it’s a particularly sensitive
time for these conversations, as so
much institutional knowledge and
expertise in local government (and
beyond) is at or near retirement age.
So when it comes to the generational
transition, what’s advised?
“What I would prefer to see local
government organizations doing is
celebrating that change and working
on how you implement change and
adapt to it, and how do you retain
some of that knowledge that you are
losing, rather than boil it down to some
generational stereotypes that make
assumptions about people based on
their age or their years of experience,”
she said.
Matt Thornhill, a generations expert
with the Institute for Tomorrow, said
it just doesn’t make sense to place
the younger age bracket into a box
labeled lazy, disloyal or disengaged
when compared to the hard work and
standards of previous generations.
continued on page 47
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Advocacy Angle

The Inside Scoop on
Southern City
By Scott Mooneyham, NCLM Director of Public Affairs

O

ccasionally I am asked why we
chose this subject or that for
a Southern City story, or this
person or that for one of the profiles that
is published in the magazine.
Many times, the answer is not so
simple, and that’s because we try to
accomplish a lot of different purposes
with Southern City.
To understand the foundation of
those decisions, it is important first
to consider something that writers,
journalists and public relations folks
always must think about: audience.
Knowing and understanding who you
are writing for is the most important
part of effective communication.
At the League, we have a lot of
different audiences among our various
publications and communications
platforms. Some are narrow and some
are broad.
Emailed publications like Municipal
Law Notes and Trust Matters focus on
relatively narrow segments of municipal
audiences; in those two cases, the
publications are targeted to municipal
attorneys and municipal officials
making insurance-related decisions,
respectively. The Legislative Bulletin has
a broader audience, and is delivered to
a range of municipal officials as well
as to legislators. Municipal Equation,
Ben Brown’s well-crafted podcast,

has grabbed the interest of folks from
around the country interested in
emerging trends affecting cities and
towns, and so that audience is wide in
many ways, but can also be occasionally
selective.
Southern City probably captures
the broadest audience of any NLCM
publication. It is primarily mailed to
League members, but we also recognize
(and hope) that it is sitting out on tables
in the waiting areas in city and town
halls all across the state. We want the
public to see it and takes steps to do so,
as we believe it represents the best foot
forward of municipalities and municipal
officials from around the state.
That being the case, it is important
that the content is easily accessible for
a wide audience. So a story about the
trend of urban beekeeping (The Growing
Connection Between Bees and Cities,
July/Aug. 2017) needs to avoid technical
jargon. But we also want it -- and so
many of our other pieces – to reflect best
practices that others cities and towns
can follow.
Sharing best practices and putting
that best foot forward for North
Carolina municipalities are just two
purposes of Southern City.
Sometimes you will also see pieces
intended to concisely explain League
advocacy positions. Keeping Intact
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a Guarantee That Protects Property
Owners and Taxpayers, March/April
2017, a piece about development
performance guarantees that have
been under attack at the Legislature,
is an example. Those pieces inform
NLCM members about key advocacy
issues, and also can be pointed out to
reporters and legislators as informative
background.
And, we run a lot of content about
NCLM health insurance and risk
control programs, because we want
NCLM members to see that we tailor
those programs to their needs.
As for those profiles, it is important
for League members to know a bit about
the background of our state legislators,
to understand that they too have lives
back home that are different from the
policy issues that they deal with in
Raleigh.
Regarding our member profiles, we
strive to show the rich diversity and
amazing professional backgrounds of
municipal officials across this state. And
we want to reward those who give a lot
back to this state, both through their
involvement in this organization and
their wider service to North Carolinians.
It is all about audience. As a part of it,
don’t hesitate to contact me with your
ideas for Southern City. SC

Dangerous
Crossroads
NCLM Police Training Focuses on 1st and 4th Amendments
By Ben Brown, NCLM Advocacy Communication Associate

T

he Jan. 28 video, livestreamed over the Internet,
begins with the sight of a
parked but occupied police
cruiser, headlights burning. “Alright,”
says a voice from behind the camera.
“This cop just pulled up.... He’s just
sitting here watching me right now. He
pulled in pretty fast, too, so, I’m just
going to stay here live until we know
exactly what he does.”

The scene is unfolding outside of
Taylorsville Town Hall, where the
cameraman has positioned himself,
pointing a smartphone and a headmounted camera at the building.
We also see, on the camera-holder’s
wrist, a sweatband embroidered with
“[Obscene four-letter verb] the Police.”
It doesn’t necessarily hint at a friendly
scene ahead. The officer gets out of
the cruiser and approaches. And the
antagonism begins.

Not on part of the officer, though.
The cameraman, livestreaming
everything on YouTube, digs in hard,
telling the officer that no one called
him over and he should, essentially, get
lost. The officer softly indicates that he
just wanted to see what was up. “You’re
wasting tax dollars right now,” the
cameraman responds with authority.
“Okay, you’re sure you want that on
your department’s hands?” When
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a second Taylorsville officer, who
happens to be wearing body armor,
rolls on scene, the cameraman turns it
up. “Uh-uh! Not happening!” he yells.
“Why do we got vestboy pulling up on
the side of me like he’s gonna come up
and jump on me?!”
To the uninitiated, it’s a pretty
confusing sequence, of what looks
like unprovoked rancor toward law
enforcement, goading them to react
for some reason. But this cameraman
is doing something increasingly
common: filming law enforcement
officers at proximity (often livestreaming it online) and testing their
response in a civil-liberties context.
This cameraman calls it a “First
Amendment Audit” and declares his
right to film in public as he chooses.

The League is holding classes around
the state to educate officers on the
intersection of these constitutional
principles and how to properly interact with
civilians testing the limits. Credit: NCLM

In a cameras-everywhere society
– be it a civilian’s cell phone or police
body-cam – it’s something law
enforcement officers are always having
to think about, and is precisely why
the League has rolled out training
classes. “Dangerous Crossroads Ahead”
explores the basics and limits of these
rights and police authority via the First
and Fourth Amendments.
“This course examines the
crossroads where these two
constitutional principles intersect,
and provides practical tips for dealing
with people who may be legitimately
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exercising constitutional rights, and
others who are actively trying to
bait officers into overreaction,” says
literature about the class, taught by
Charlotte-based attorney and civil
rights expert Scott MacLatchie.
In the class, MacLatchie breaks
down the differences between various
kinds of interaction between police
and bystanders, whether it’s someone
asking an officer for information or
someone intentionally prodding.
MacLatchie also clarifies what’s
constitutionally sound when it comes
to, for instance, a bystander refusing
to identify himself or herself when
an officer asks. (Withholding ID like
that is only a crime when the person
is being validly detained and the
state has a “stop and identify” statute,
which North Carolina does not. The
exception here is if it’s a vehicle stop.
If a detention becomes an arrest, then
that person has to provide identity.)
The class also covers video-streaming
activists – like the one in Taylorsville
-- who seek to test officers’ knowledge
of civil rights (and their patience) for
an audience. Filming or photographing

Taylorsville Lt. Brandon Hamby is videoed by an activist testing police officers’ reactions to being filmed. Lt. Hamby passed the test with
flying colors. Image source: OneEyedFox, YouTube

police activity from a safe location
is fine, but what about when things
blur via the camera operator’s use
of profanity or provocative body
language? What if it interferes with
police work?
Tom Anderson, the League’s public
safety risk manager, said it’s “important
that officers understand and realize that
there are individuals and groups that
have made it their mission to create
opportunities for police confrontation
and litigation. There are YouTube and
social media sites dedicated to this
endeavor, and officers need to be more
aware of these threats for the associated
risks to their agencies, municipalities
and careers.”
In Taylorsville, the officers – Lt.
Brandon Hamby and Patrolman
Zachary Stevenson – were on board

with the cameraman’s rights and never
lost their cool, even as communication
remained tense. ““You’re wanting a
reaction from me,” Lt. Hamby told the
cameraman. “That’s what you’re doing.”
The lieutenant informed him that he
only walked up to see what was going
on and to communicate in the spirit
of community policing, which creates
dialogues that can improve relations.
Lt. Hamby and Patrolman Stevenson
also readily identified themselves to
the cameraman and gave their badge
numbers when asked. While the
cameraman criticized elements of the
half-hour interaction, he ultimately
thanked the officers for how the
handled everything, and they all parted
ways peacefully. Between two videos
of it, the encounter has nearly 50,000
views on YouTube and has earned

the Taylorsville PD praise, even as the
video’s original intent wasn’t to flatter.
The cameraman also told the
officers that he’s found North Carolina
performing well overall in these socalled “audits.” He complimented the
Taylorsville officers’ style. “I honestly
came down here with the thought, ‘I
might be arrested,’” he told them.
Taylorsville Police Captain Doug
Bowman said that since the video
went online, residents of the town
have brought the officers meals, often
multiple times a day, to thank them for
their quality of service.
For more information about
the First and Fourth Amendment
training course, contact Anderson at
tanderson@nclm.org. SC
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Preparing
for Insurance
Renewal Season
TIPS TO HELP YOU
By Kristin Milam, NLCM Creative Services Associate

A

s 2018 ramps up, the League’s Health Benefits Trust is getting
ready for renewal season and assisting our members with quotes,
plan options and comparisons, and most importantly, answering
questions.
We continue to receive questions from groups about self-insuring options,
and how they can realize additional savings. Likewise, we have received
questions from members about how to know which option is right and how
to compare products when it feels like comparing apples to oranges. Below
are some tips for determining priorities, comparing options and avoiding
common pitfalls of navigating the health insurance marketplace.
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Tip #1: Identify all the options
available and narrow down from
there. Insurance providers and agents
should be able to offer you a wide
variety of coverage options from which
you can choose. Traditional, fullyinsured plans, self-funded and third
party administrator services, and High
Deductible Health Plans with Health
Savings Accounts all have coverage
options and tiers that can be tailored
to suit your needs and achieve your
goals. While providers and agents may
have favorites or new products that
they typically offer, don’t feel obligated
to entertain only one type of plan or
proposal. Just like with other large
purchases, there is no such thing as
“one-size-fits-all” approach, especially
when buying health insurance. If
someone pitches a “one-size-fits-all”
approach, buyer beware!
Tip #2: When considering selfinsuring, take the following into
account:
• Number of covered employees/
retirees and dependents. Generally,
employers with fewer than 200
employees don’t meet the “savings
threshold” for self-insuring.
• Non-Premium costs. Self-insured
groups must safeguard themselves
against catastrophic claims costs
through stop-loss coverage that is a
separate product with premiums and
“deductibles” – called an attachment
point – of its own. Be sure you
understand what you are responsible
for before stop-loss coverage kicks
in. Generally, the less the stoploss coverage costs, the more the
employer would be responsible for.
For example, you may realize some

premium savings by raising the stoploss attachment point from $20,000
to $40,000, but that means you are
responsible for the first $40,000 of
health care costs for each employee
– it’s important to do the math
and determine if your budget can
handle those costs for each covered
employee/retiree and dependent.
• Goals of self-funding. Be sure to
really analyze the specific goals you
want to achieve by self-funding. If
your goal is to save money, have
you compared your current claims
experience costs to what those same
claims would be under a prospective
plan? Does your budget and cash
flow allow for fluctuating healthcare
costs from month to month?
• Understanding of the ins and
outs of self-funding. Researching
health insurance can be daunting,
but it’s so important. Talk to other
municipalities and professionals
you trust. Don’t be afraid to ask
questions over and over if you don’t
understand a product. The League
is a great resource for information,
even if you don’t buy insurance from
us. First and foremost, we’re here to
serve municipalities and help you
make the decisions that best serve
your citizens.
Tip #3: When evaluating health
insurance options, identify the
criteria that all plans have and
compare those items for each option.
Every option will have things you can
compare even if the plan structure
is very different: provider networks,
pharmacy networks, employer costs
(premiums per person, administrative
fees, claims payments), employee costs
(deductibles, copays, coinsurance),

customer service for administrative
staff and employees, etc. Review an
example of what an “average” employee
would face under each plan, and what
you as an employer would face. This
doesn’t guarantee an exact “apples to
apples” comparison for every option,
but it will help you understand exactly
what they look like side by side.
Tip #4: Set your timeline for making
a decision, and start researching
early. Make sure you have plenty
of time to compare options prior to
“crunch time” for your municipal
budget cycle, internal review by staff,
and any required approvals by council
members. Beware of deadlines that are
set for you and/or that feel rushed and
don’t allow you the time to thoroughly
vet a decision. There’s a reason why
“don’t submit to high-pressure tactics”
appears as a red flag for purchasing
almost anything.
At the League, we’re here for our
members, and we hope that these tips
are useful as you begin the process of
sorting through quotes and renewals.
We are proud to have more than
30 years of experience in the North
Carolina municipal health insurance
market from which to glean insights
that we can share with you.
In short, we’re here to make sure you
have what you need to make the best
decisions for your employees’ health
insurance. If you have any questions,
please contact Julie Hall, the League’s
Director of Health Programs, at (919)
715-9782 or jhall@nclm.org. SC
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From The Trust Perspective

New Member Benefit:
Complementary and
Alternative Medicine
By Ken Canning, NCLM Associate Director, Risk Management Services

I

n an effort to help Health Benefits
Trust (HBT) member employees
improve their health and drive
down medical and pharmaceutical
costs, the Risk Management Services
Board of Trustees recently voted to add
several complementary and alternative
medicine therapies to the Health
Benefits Program.
Complementary and alternative
medicine (CAM) is the term for medical
products and practices that are not part
of standard medical care.
• Standard medical care is
medicine that is practiced by
health professionals who hold an
M.D. (medical doctor) degree. It
is also practiced by other health
professionals, such as physical
therapists, physician assistants,
psychologists, and registered nurses.
Standard medicine may also be
called biomedicine or allopathic,
Western, mainstream, orthodox, or
regular medicine. Some standard
medical care practitioners are also
practitioners of CAM.
• Complementary medicine are
treatments that are used along with
standard medical treatments but
are not considered to be standard
treatments. One example is using
acupuncture to help lessen some side
effects of cancer treatment.

• Alternative medicine are treatments
that are used instead of standard
medical treatments. One example
is using a special diet to treat cancer
instead of anticancer drugs that are
prescribed by an oncologist.
• Integrative medicine is a total
approach to medical care that
combines standard medicine with the
CAM practices that have been shown
to be safe and effective. They treat the
patient’s mind, body, and spirit.
The National Health Interview
Survey (NHIS) is the main source of
information on Americans’ health.
It’s conducted by the National Center
for Health Statistics (NCHS), part of
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. The 2012 National Health
Interview Survey provides the most
comprehensive information on the use
of complementary health approaches in
the United States.
Nearly 30 percent of adults report
using complementary and alternative
medicine (CAM). Doctors are
embracing CAM therapies, too, often
combining them with mainstream
medical therapies to yield integrative
medicine.
Among the examples of CAM
therapies are yoga and massage therapy.
In people with chronic low-back pain,

a carefully adapted set of yoga poses
may reduce pain and improve function.
Like other forms of regular exercise,
yoga may have health benefits such as
reducing stress and improving overall
physical fitness, strength, and flexibility.
Preliminary evidence indicates that
massage may help with back pain and
may improve the quality of life for
people with cancer, depression, or HIV/
AIDS.
There are many other examples
of CAM therapies: manipulation
and body-based practices including
chiropractic and osteopathic
manipulation and massage; naturopathy,
including acupuncture, herbal remedies,
exercise and lifestyle counseling;
homeopathy, an approach using
very small doses of a drug that cause
symptoms to stimulate the body’s selfhealing response; and others.
CAM therapies will become part of
the NCLM HBT program effective July
1, 2018. Please call Julie Hall, Director
of Health Benefits Programs or your
Business and Membership Development
Representative for more information.
And remember “We’re Here” to keep
you and your employees healthy! SC
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Leaping the

Digital

Divide

Encouraging Policies and Partnerships to Improve
Broadband Access Across North Carolina
By Erin Wynia, NCLM Legislative Counsel, and Joanne Hovis, president of CTC Technology & Energy

The article that follows is pulled from excerpts of a policy paper initiated,
published and co-authored by the League as part of an effort to encourage
statewide policy that better enables public-private partnerships that create
better broadband access in communities across our state. NCLM views this
effort as crucial to ensuring that all member municipalities have the 21st
century infrastructure that they need to thrive economically and to make their
communities attractive places to live and work. You can find the full report,
with a range of pullout information and a foreword from Brookings Institution
Fellow Blair Levin, at www.nclm.org/media.

The Access Gap
It began with a vision. Last February,
elected officials in the Johnston County
town of Benson had invited residents
and business owners to a town hall
meeting that promised to provide
some give-and-take on a topic of huge
importance to everyone in attendance.
They had gathered to talk about their
vision for economic development
and infrastructure—specifically, the
creation of an economic development
strategic plan for the town of nearly
4,000 residents.

It didn’t take long for the business
leaders in the room to focus on a very
specific piece of infrastructure they
said they needed to ensure the town’s
economic future: broadband. Business
owners discussed unreliable internet
service, whether in their businesses
or nearby homes, and lamented that
the availability of high speeds through
a fiber optic network throughout the
town was still a dream.
In the months that followed, town
leaders listened to the pleas from their
local business owners. They knew
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Leaping the Digital
Divide
Encouraging Policies and Partnerships to Improve
Broadband Access Across North Carolina

Erin Wynia, N.C. League of Municipalities
Joanne Hovis, CTC Technology & Energy

the gap in the availability of highspeed internet service in Benson left
the Town’s economic movers and
shakers disconnected from people,
places, conversations, markets,
and commerce around the globe.
According to Town Manager Matt
Zapp, everyone understood where
select areas inside the town, as well as
areas adjacent to the town limits, had

limited internet access and/or painfully
slow speeds. Benson’s elected officials
wanted more for their businesses
and residents. So when the town’s
economic development strategic plan
was released in July, a key topic, not
surprisingly, was how limits on the
availability of high-speed internet hurt
the town and its future prospects.
“This limitation hinders growth in
the residential market as prospective
residents are increasingly reliant upon
access in their daily lives and constricts
economic development as access is
necessary for commerce,” the report
read.
The section concluded with the
tangible steps town leaders wanted
to take to realize their vision of a
community that was plugged into
the rest of the world, “Opportunities:
Seek out public-private partnerships
and other opportunities to expand
high speed internet access options for
residents.”
With their vision laid out and a plan
to implement it, Benson is now taking
steps to give its citizenry better internet
service options, first, by creating a
public wi-fi hub in a five-block area of
its downtown to encourage commerce
and foot traffic. Eventually, town
leaders hope to parlay that initial
broadband infrastructure investment
into something more for residents and
businesses.
The town, though, is hardly alone
when it comes to the need and the
desire for better, faster internet
services, or even internet period, in
some cases. There are similar stories in
communities across North Carolina,
stories of public school and community
college students flocking to public

wi-fi hubs in the afternoons to do
homework, of farmers having to wait
out rain storms that interrupt service
to get market reports or other crucial
information now required to run their
farms, of doctors unable to access
needed patient histories online.
And as Benson and other
communities look to public-private
partnerships to find solutions, they
do so in a policy landscape in North
Carolina that makes those partnership
difficult and dubious. This report will
examine the problem of access to
high-speed internet, explore models of
emerging public-private partnerships
that are helping to solve that access gap,
and look at how North Carolina must
change its policy approaches to better
encourage these same types of publicprivate partnerships. Doing so will
give local leaders the ability to realize
their visions of a more prosperous
future that can better serve citizens’
expectations for basic 21st-Century
infrastructure.

The Case for Government
Involvement in Broadband
One of the primary functions
of government is to build the
infrastructure networks people need
to sustain their lives and livelihoods.
Today, high-speed broadband joins
transportation, electric, water, and
natural gas networks as a component
of basic infrastructure services that
Americans expect to be provided.
High-speed internet service is the
number-one amenity sought by multifamily residents, and the number-two
amenity for single-family residents,
according to a recent study. Local
governments, in particular, can and

should play a role in creating the
infrastructure networks to provide this
service, which are often too costly for
private sector entities to build solely on
their own.
Traditionally, when considering
infrastructure networks that widely
benefit the public, governments step
up to build assets with a long lifespan.
Whether it’s a street network, electric
grid, natural gas system, or drinking
water treatment, all of these long-term
investments are made with a goal of
giving communities an edge: increased
economic activity, higher educational
attainment, and better health
outcomes.
Broadband networks have become
as indispensable as any of these other
century-old infrastructure systems.
And yet, as indispensable as broadband
has become, N.C. public policy
restricts local governments’ ability to
play a role in meeting today’s critical
infrastructure challenge. As a result,
communities are being left behind
and remain disconnected from the
world, particularly in rural areas of the
state. Look no further than the work
of the N.C. Broadband Infrastructure
Office (NC BIO), which estimates that
at least 637,671 North Carolinians—
most of them rural residents—lack
broadband service at the Federal
Communications Commission’s
(FCC’s) minimum speeds, a figure that
likely underestimates the scope of the
problem.
State leaders in the first part of
the 20th Century faced similar
infrastructure challenges and
ultimately concluded that the public
could not rely on the private sector
alone to meet that challenge. While
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private financiers such as James B.
Duke invested in early electric power
plants along the Catawba River to
fuel the state’s burgeoning textile
industry, farmers in rural areas suffered
due to the lack of electric service in
those areas. The financial challenges
of serving sparsely-populated areas
proved too much for the private sector,
so government- and farmer-based
cooperatives stepped in to fill the
void. With loans obtained through
the federal Rural Electrification Act of
1935, the electric cooperatives helped
to power large swaths of rural North
Carolina. Eight decades later, those
cooperatives still provide electric
service to most parts of rural North
Carolina.
Also in the first part of the 20th
Century, during the 1920’s, state leaders
responded as the ability to transport
people and goods using automobiles
created new economic opportunities.
At the time, the state’s patchwork of
mostly dirt roads held people back
from accessing those opportunities.
Motivated in part to prevent farmers’
harvested crops from rotting along
washed out, unpaved roads, state
leaders undertook the enormous task
of statewide road paving and bridge
building that was needed to see the
state’s economy thrive.
As was the case over a century ago,
North Carolina now faces significant
shortfalls with respect to which
of its citizens benefit from critical
infrastructure—in this case, broadband
infrastructure. In particular, while
all urban areas of the state contain
communities that are considered
underserved with respect to their
broadband access, the starkest gaps are
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found in its rural areas.
The scope and scale of the rural
shortfall is significant. North Carolina
is still a place with large swaths of
sparsely populated lands, and in the
2010 Census, the state measured
the second-highest number of rural
residents in the country (3.2 million),
second only to Texas (3.8 million).
According to the NC BIO, 95 percent
of North Carolinians that did not have
access to broadband service in 2016
at the FCC’s minimum speeds lived
in rural areas. This figure translates
to 607,431 rural residents who have
no option for high-speed internet.
Ensuring that these residents gain
access to high-speed internet services
will require a local grassroots response
not unlike the way rural North
Carolinians banded together nearly 100
years ago to form electric cooperatives.
Meanwhile, although major internet
service providers (ISPs) are bringing
super-high gigabit speeds to some
urban areas of the state, the demand for
those speeds in both urban and rural
areas is likely to continue to outpace
availability. The number of businesses
and residential users that demand
access to high-performing broadband
networks is only going to grow as
technology evolves. The demand
comes because real dollars are at stake.
For example, a recent study showed
that home-based businesses served by
fiber technologies averaged $73,000 in
annual earnings, in contrast to $43,500
for home-based businesses served by
cable broadband technologies. That
same study found that if fiber served
a $300,000 home, it added $10,000 in
value.

Real People, Real Consequences
That the stakes are high – affecting
business owners, health care providers
and their patients, and school students
– can been seen in communities across
North Carolina. In Burlington, John
Plageman spoke to the Burlington
Times-News in early 2018 about
the urgent need to access a fiberoptic broadband network so that
his architectural firm can operate
efficiently. Plageman Architecture
is located in the town’s downtown.
He pointed that it can take up to six
minutes to upload a typical client file
“when it really should take about a
second.” Plageman added, “There’s a
certain point where it is not financially
feasible to stay downtown because I
cannot grow.”
Health care providers in rural
towns face their own unique access
challenges. Kim Schwartz is CEO

at Roanoke Chowan Community
Health Center, which as a federally
qualified community health center
operates facilities in Ahoskie, Colerain,
Murfreesboro and Creswell in the
northeastern part of the state. The
centers themselves are served by
CenturyLink, and though Internet
service can slow at times, Schwartz
says the bigger issue is a lack of quality
residential connections – and in some
cases service at all – for patients and
the health care providers who work
there. Patients who have chronic
conditions – congestive heart failure
and diabetes are a couple of examples
– and are most at risk typically have
readings of their blood pressure and
other health indicators monitored
remotely and automatically from their
homes. The monitors are connected
via Bluetooth and the readings fed to
an Internet module in the home. At
the health care clinics, workers watch

Quality broadband is vital to well-being when applied to health care, particularly in
underserved rural areas. Pictured here is Chanthy Gutierrez, FNP, with the Ahoskie Office
of Roanoke Chowan Community Healthcare. Photo credit: Les Atkins
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an Internet-connected dashboard to
track each patient. Of course, if those
patients do not have an Internet or
wireless connection, none of that
monitoring is possible. Schwartz says
about 10 percent of patients fall into
that category.
“It is better than it used to be, but
these are poor communities. There
are not a lot of resources, and we have
one provider, and people do not live
close together, so there is not a lot of
incentive to expand service,” she said.
“People talk about mountains and how
that is a barrier. Down here, we have
lots water. That doesn’t make things
easy.”
Cece Hudson and her husband, Jart,
run a large family farming operation
in Sampson County in Turkey/Warsaw
area. They farm tobacco, peanuts, sweet
potatoes and corn. They employ 15
people year-round and have seasonal
peak employment of around 95
workers. They also rely on DSL for
their internet access through their
local telephone co-op. It is service that
Hudson says is spotty at best. “It is not
atypical to be trying to download a
document and you are disconnected,
or the speed is so slow that your access
to the site you are using times out,” she
said. “It is only slightly better than dialup.”
Nonetheless, the farm’s operation
has become dependent on the
internet, the access to the information
that it provides, and the access
needed to meet the requirements
of any substantial business. “Crops
like peanuts and corn, they are
commodities. You follow those markets
daily. Fuel prices, LP gas, that we
depend on,” Hudson said. “We pull

According to the NC
BIO, 95 percent of
North Carolinians
that did not have
access to broadband
service in 2016 at
the FCC’s minimum
speeds lived in rural
areas. This figure
translates to 607,431
rural residents who
have no option for
high-speed internet.

soil reports from the USDA. We file
our payroll taxes on the Internet. We
are pretty dependent on the internet in
running our farming operation.”
In North Carolina public schools
and community colleges, high-speed
internet has become ubiquitous,
to a large degree because of the
efforts of the state-created nonprofit
Microelectronics Center of North
Carolina, or MCNC, and funds coming
from the federal E-Rate program. The
same cannot be said of many areas
where those student live and need
to access the internet for homework
assignments and online classes.
When Charis Shattuck’s fifth-grade
students sit in her classroom at Mariam
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Boyd Elementary School in Warrenton,
they often huddle over a Chromebook,
utilizing apps that allow Shattuck to see
their work in real time, a technological
shift that permits teacher-student
feedback in ways never imaginable
in an age of pencil, paper and chalk
blackboards. It’s possible, in part, due
to the school’s high-speed internet
connection. But when those students
go home, at least 40 percent of them
lack access to high-speed internet,
an obvious learning disadvantage.
Shattuck was among the Warren
County school officials who spoke
to WUNC radio in 2017 about how
digital learning and the lack of internet
access in rural homes threatens to
widen learning gaps in poor, rural areas
of the state. It is not a problem unique
to K-12 school students.
The sentiments expressed by that
cross-section of North Carolinians
are widely shared. Overwhelmingly,
Americans want a locally-driven
initiative for building broadband
infrastructure. In a March 2017 Pew
Research Center survey, a full 70
percent of respondents were in favor
of local governments being able to
build their own networks, with little
difference regardless of political
affiliation. State leaders should feel
confident that a policy that empowers
citizens and their local governments to
play a role in building basic broadband
infrastructure will enjoy widespread
public approval.
And once built, high-speed
broadband networks pay dividends
that are plain to all. Students can
complete homework assignments at
home. Veterans can talk over health
decisions with doctors that are hours

away. Farmers can monitor market
prices from the field. Small retail stores
can process credit card transactions
in real time. Manufacturers can
receive orders from overseas. Tourist
destinations can stop losing guests to
competitors that offer faster internet.
Digitally intensive businesses –
videographers, architectural firms and
others – can upload the data files they
need to remain competitive.
High-speed broadband infrastructure
attracts more capital investments
into local economies than would be
made without access to this service.
Allowing local governments to
partner with private-sector ISPs and
other governmental and non-profit

organizations takes advantage of local
officials’ strengths. As those chosen to
lead their communities, local leaders
are uniquely positioned to form and
execute a vision for prosperity in their
community.

Broadband Partnerships and
State Policy
As with any deal, a public-private
partnership (P3) represents a way
to allocate risk, benefit, and control.
When it comes to broadband, while
the benefits of having high-speed
internet service are clear and discussed
elsewhere in this paper, many
community leaders wrestle with the
high cost of building the infrastructure

needed to deliver that service, and
with the responsibility of serving the
network’s customers. The desire to
serve all parts of a community is also at
the front of community leaders’ minds.
Meanwhile, private ISPs enjoy a long
history of serving customers, yet they
often struggle to make the numbers
add up to build networks in all areas of
a community (if they can turn a profit
by building in that community at all).
Because customers pay to use
broadband infrastructure—thereby
creating a revenue stream—public
officials have a large incentive with
which to attract private interest in
a partnership. As a result, public
and non-profit entities such as
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counties, cities, school systems, and
electric utilities have increasingly
embraced opportunities to develop
high-speed broadband networks in
their communities using emerging
P3 models. These models present a
promising alternative to the traditional
public utility models, where the local
government or non-profit is both the
owner and operator of the system.
Instead, P3s provide a solution for
communities that lack the capital or
expertise to deploy and operate fiber
networks, or to act as ISPs on their
own.
A successful broadband partnership
must align each side’s needs, and it
will inevitably involve trade-offs. The

arrangement will allocate all the risks,
benefits, and control of a network.
On one end of the risk spectrum,
there is private investment with public
facilitation—the lowest-risk model for
the public partner and highest-risk
model for the private partner. On the
other end of the spectrum sits the
traditional P3 model, whereby the
public partner assumes all financial
risk to pay for the infrastructure
while the private partner builds and
operates the network. The middle
ground between these two models
in one that shares the risks, rewards,
and control, but the partners will
only achieve success if they are able to
accommodate each other’s priorities

and develop an agreement for a winwin outcome. With the exception
of those in communities fortunate
enough to attract investment from a
private partner that will pay the capital
costs of a broadband network, most
P3s will require some amount of public
investment.

What Needs to Change
Even if a N.C. local government
succeeds in making the business case
for a broadband partnership and
galvanizing public support for the
system, state law creates significant
hurdles that can prevent the plans
from moving forward. That is because
with a few notable exceptions, N.C.
state law generally limits the types
of investments a city may make in
broadband infrastructure. Counties’
authority is even more questionable
and restricted.
Given the limitations on building
broadband infrastructure which
some entity would utilize for profit,
widespread use of the public-private
partnership arrangements described
above will not materialize in North
Carolina without further changes to
state law. For viable partnerships to
move forward across the state, cities
and counties need explicit authority:
1. To raise money for broadband
infrastructure, including taxes and
borrowed funds
2. To spend money on broadband
infrastructure
3. To lease infrastructure to the private
and non-profit entities that will
operate and profit from using the
broadband infrastructure to provide
internet service.
continued on page 45
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Supreme Court to Decide
Billion Dollar Sales Tax Case
By Lisa Soronen, Executive Director, State & Local Legal Center, National League of Cities

I

n November 2017 a Government
Accountability Office report
estimated that states and local
governments could “gain from about
$8 billion to about $13 billion in 2017
if states were given authority to require
sales tax collection from all remote
sellers.”

In January 2018 the U.S. Supreme
Court agreed to decide South Dakota
v. Wayfair. In this case South Dakota
is asking the Supreme Court to rule
that states and local governments
may require retailers with no in-state
physical presence to collect sales tax.

This case is huge news for states
and local governments. This article
describes how we got here and why it is
likely South Dakota will win.
In 1967 in National Bellas Hess v.
Department of Revenue of Illinois,
the Supreme Court held that per its
Commerce Clause jurisprudence, states
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E-fairness policies requiring sales tax collection from online sellers would bring fairness to brick and mortar businesses like those pictured
here in Goldsboro. Photo credit: Scott Mooneyham

and local governments cannot require
businesses to collect sales tax unless the
business has a physical presence in the
state.
Twenty-five years later in Quill v.
North Dakota (1992), the Supreme
Court reaffirmed the physical presence
requirement but admitted that
“contemporary Commerce Clause
jurisprudence might not dictate the
same result” as the Court had reached
in Bellas Hess.
Customers buying from remote
sellers still owe sale tax but they rarely
pay it when the remote seller does not
collect it. Congress has the authority to
overrule Bellas Hess and Quill but has
thus far not done so.
To improve sales tax collection, in
2010 Colorado began requiring remote

sellers to inform Colorado purchasers
annually of their purchases and send
the same information to the Colorado
Department of Revenue. The Direct
Marketing Association sued Colorado
in federal court claiming that the notice
and reporting requirements were
unconstitutional under Quill. The issue
the Supreme Court decided in Direct
Marketing Association v. Brohl (2014),
was whether the Tax Injunction Act
barred a federal court from deciding
this case. The Supreme Court held it
did not.
The State and Local Legal Center
(SLLC) filed an amicus brief in
Direct Marketing Association v. Brohl
describing the devastating economic
impact of Quill on states and local
governments. Justice Kennedy wrote
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a concurring opinion stating that
the “legal system should find an
appropriate case for this Court to
reexamine Quill.” Justice Kennedy
criticized Quill for many of the same
reasons the SLLC stated in its amicus
brief. Specifically, internet sales have
risen astronomically since 1992 and
states and local governments have been
unable to collect most taxes due on
sales from out-of-state vendors.
Following the Kennedy opinion a
number of state legislatures passed laws
requiring remote vendors to collect
sales tax in clear violation of Quill.
South Dakota’s law was the first ready
for Supreme Court review.
In September 2017 South Dakota’s
highest state court ruled that the South
Dakota law is unconstitutional because

“When the Court
decided Quill, mail
order sales in the
United States totaled
$180 billion. But in
1992, the Internet
was in its infancy. By
2008, e-commerce
sales alone totaled
$3.16 trillion per year
in the United States.”
U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Anthony Kennedy

it clearly violates Quill and it is up to
the U.S. Supreme Court to overrule
Quill. In October 2017 South Dakota
filed a certiorari petition asking the
Supreme Court to hear its case and
overrule Quill. The SLLC filed an
amicus brief supporting South Dakota’s
petition. The Supreme Court ultimately
agreed to decide the case.
It seems likely the Supreme Court
will rule in favor of South Dakota and
overturn Quill for a number of reasons.
It is unlikely the Supreme Court
accepted this case to congratulate
the South Dakota Supreme Court on
correctly ruling that South Dakota’s law
is unconstitutional. Said another way, if
the Supreme Court wanted to leave the
Quill rule in place it probably would
have simply refused to hear South
Dakota v. Wayfair.

It is easy to count at least three
votes in favor of South Dakota in this
case. First, Justice Kennedy of course.
Second, Justice Thomas. While he
voted against North Dakota in Quill he
has since entirely rejected the concept
of the dormant Commerce Clause,
on which the Quill decisions rests.
Third, Justice Gorsuch. The Tenth
Circuit ultimately decided Direct
Marketing Association v. Brohl ruling
that Colorado’s notice and reporting
law didn’t violate Quill. Then-judge
Gorsuch wrote a concurring opinion
strongly implying that given the
opportunity the Supreme Court should
overrule Quill.
That said, the Supreme Court, and
the Roberts Court in particular, is
generally reticent about overturning

precedent. The Quill decision illustrates
as much. The Supreme Court looks at
five factors in determining whether to
overrule a case. One factors is whether
a rule has proven “unworkable” and/
or “outdated . . . after being ‘tested
by experience.’” This factor weighs
strongly in favor of overturning Quill.
As Justice Kennedy pointed out in
Direct Marketing Association v. Brohl:
“When the Court decided Quill,
mail order sales in the United States
totaled $180 billion. But in 1992, the
Internet was in its infancy. By 2008,
e-commerce sales alone totaled $3.16
trillion per year in the United States.”
It is possible (though not yet certain)
the Court will hear this case this term
meaning it will issue an opinion by the
end of June 2018. SC

NOW OFFERING...
A new tool in the toolbox
for local municipalities
to help with capital improvement
or rehabilitation projects.

Infrastructure System Analysis
to enable “System Development Fees”
for water & sewer per HB 436.

Create! Collect! Consider!
Contact:
Leamon Brice, Vice President
lbrice@nfocusplanning.org

315 South Main Street, Suite 200
Kannapolis, NC 28081
704.933.0772

www.nfocusplanning.org
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Legal Eagles

Newly Updated Forms
for Charter Amendments
Now Available
By John Phelps, NCLM Associate General Counsel

T

he Legal Department here
at the League often receives
inquires concerning charter
amendments that may be adopted by
local municipal governing bodies and
the procedures for doing so. Because of
statutory recodifications directed by the
General Assembly in SB 68 - Bipartisan
Bd of Elections and Ethics Enforce
(SL 2017-6), we recently updated our
charter amendment by ordinance
forms and procedures.
The General Assembly authorizes
cities to act through two types of
legislation: general laws and local acts.
A general law is one that applies to all
units of local government, to all cities,
or to all cities within a class defined by
population or other criteria. A local
act is legislation that applies to one
city or county or to only a few units
of local government. A city charter
is a type of local act. G.S. 160A-1(1)
defines the term “charter” as the entire
body of local acts in force applicable to
a particular city and includes charter
amendments by ordinance that the city
adopts under the authorization in G.S.
Chapter 160A.
Generally, when a city wishes to
undertake an action for which there
is no enabling authority in general
law, or desires to modify a provision

of its charter, it must seek legislative
approval. However, there is an
exception to this general rule. G.S.
Chapter 160A, Article 5, Part 4 grants a
city’s governing body limited authority
to amend the city charter by ordinance
for some basic structural changes.
Charter amendments by ordinance
are restricted to the options set out in
G.S. 160A-101. Under that statute,
changes may be made to the name
of the municipality; the style of the
corporation (city, town or village); the
style of the governing body (council,
commissioners or aldermen); the term
of office of governing body members
(two years, four years, staggered); the
number of governing body members
(from 3 to 12); the mode of election
(district, at-large, or a combination); the
type of election (partisan, nonpartisan
plurality, nonpartisan election and
runoff, or nonpartisan primary and
election); the mayor’s selection (directly
elected, or chosen from among the
council); and form of government
(mayor-council or council-manager).
Any charter amendment not authorized
by G.S. 160A-101 requires a local act of
the General Assembly instead.
Charter amendments by ordinance
may be initiated either by the city’s
governing body or by citizen petition.
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In either case, a special election may be
involved. If a governing body initiates
the charter amendment, it has the
option of making the change effective
only upon approval by a vote of the
people. If the governing body chooses
not to make the change effective upon
an approving vote, the ordinance could
still be subject to a referendum if a
petition is received with the requisite
number of signatures. If a charter
amendment by ordinance is initiated by
a valid citizen petition, the governing
body must call a special election on the
proposed amendment. If the proposed
amendment is approved in the election,
the governing body must adopt an
ordinance amending the charter and
putting the change into effect. The
statutes spell out notice, public hearing
and other procedural requirements,
as well as a requirement that any
charter amendment by ordinance must
continue in force for at least two years
after the beginning of the term of office
for officers elected thereunder.
The updated forms and procedures
on local charter amendment by
ordinance are now available on the
League’s website. If you have questions,
please contact a member of the Legal
Department. SC

Sen. Harry Brown
In the People Business
By Ben Brown, NCLM Advocacy Communication Associate

T

here couldn’t be a slow time for
Sen. Harry Brown of Jacksonville.
Being a senator seems enough
on its own, without his added title of
Senate Majority Leader. Or his role as a
chief state budget writer. Or chairman
of the legislature’s joint economic
development committee. That’s a
deep breath. But what about when the
General Assembly is on break, between
sessions? That’s when Southern City
had the chance to catch up with him –
somehow. Outside of his senatorial role,

he’s busy running a large footprint of
car dealerships in his hometown, where
business is clearly good. In fact, when
we arrived, construction was underway
on a new showroom. How he manages
everything is a mystery outside of his
enthusiasm for people and a formula
for communication and collaboration
to make things work. “It’s a people
business,” he said, referring to either car
dealing or public service, both of which
he’s been at for a long time. “I still love
it.”
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So, as we speak, we’re on a legislative
break until the regular short-session
in May, but that break follows a lot
of business on Jones Street, with the
continued sessions and all....
Well, I think the biggest thing is there’s
been so many court challenges that
we’ve had to deal with, so you’re having
to respond to the courts and come
back and address the issues that the
courts have brought forward. So it
has been more of a challenge. And it’s

Left: Senate Majority Leader Harry Brown
is joined by a pack of fellow senators at a
General Assembly press conference.
Photo credit: Legislative office of Senator Brown

unfortunate, to be honest, that we’ve had
to deal with some of it. But it’s just kind
of, I guess, the way it is at this point….
In my 14 years, it’s kind of interesting
how it evolves over time. But it makes
it more difficult, and I think it creates a
situation where it gets more and more
partisan, it makes it harder to work with
people, and I think that’s unfortunate, to
be honest with you. You’ve got to be able
to sit down with people to work through
these issues and have some give and
take to get the best legislation possible,
I’ve always thought.... I think the way it
was intended is, whoever’s in power, it
doesn’t matter, over time, that’s going to
ebb and flow. If one goes too far one way
when it changes, it’ll get corrected the
other way. That’s just the way it’s always
worked. But today, that doesn’t seem
to be the way it happens anymore....
So now the courts have gotten more
involved.
Contrast that with the start of your
14 years so far at the legislature.
Well, you know, being in the minority
for six years, it was a challenge, as you
can imagine, to move legislation that
you thought was important.... You know,
(then-Senate Leader) Marc (Basnight)
and (then-Senate Majority Leader) Tony
(Rand) ran a tight ship, no question
about it. But I always felt like I could at
least go to them and talk to them, and
I think Senator (Phil) Berger has an
open-door policy like that, where people
can go talk to him, and I think they do.
But again, I think the difference is just

how things have just ratcheted up to a
point that it just creates more animosity,
and it makes it harder. Again, that’s just
unfortunate, because you can always
find some common ground.
What issues were on your mind when
you ran for the Senate, originally?
Why’d you decide the Senate was
right for you?
Several reasons. I was president of the
North Carolina Automobile Dealers
Association, so I was in Raleigh on
issues important to the car business.
So I got a chance to see how it worked,
and it kind of piqued my interest. And
then, when the Senate district became
Jones and Onslow County – I grew up
in Jones County, but I’ve worked in
Onslow all my adult life – so I felt like
I knew the district as well as anybody,
because I’d just lived here so long. And
the third reason was I felt like small
business in particular didn’t have much
representation. There were a lot of
issues that affected our business that
concerned me and I just felt like small
business needed a voice. So (laughter)
I just decided, “Why not? Let’s run.”
I never thought I’d be there 14 years,
but I found out that you can make a
difference if you get up there and work.
What differences did you see? What
were your specific priorities early on?
Career-tech education was important
to me. I just know how hard it is for
me to hire technicians. I never thought
our career-tech education at our high
schools was done well. Those kids have
almost been treated like second-class
students in a sense, and yet those kids
are smart in a different way. I always

felt like we had to do more in careertech education, and that was a priority
for me. That’s why in this past year’s
budget, we created the regional careertech center here in Onslow County,
for Jones and Duplin and Onslow and
even (Camp Lejeune), where they’ve
got a place now to go to get this type of
training for different skills. I just think
those are good-paying jobs, and I’ve got
technicians making over $30 an hour....
So, the demand is there, it’s just we’ve got
to do a better job getting more of those
students in that field and letting them
know it’s okay to do it.
What else from your district
influenced you?
I guess I’m fortunate, in a way, to see it,
because I have Onslow County – that’s a
fairly wealthy county – and I have Jones
County, which I’ll call a low-wealth,
poor county. So I’ve been able to see the
differences in those poor counties. And
so I’ve really dedicated a lot of my time
to try to help a lot of these low-wealth
poor counties in the last several years.
One thing every county is responsible
for is they have to build schools, pay
teacher supplements, they have to
build their jails, and they have to build
their courthouses and maintain their
courthouses. And yet a lot of them are
in a position where they can’t.... And yet,
the wealthy counties can raise property
tax by half a cent and build a school. So
we’ve got to find a way, in my opinion,
to help some of these poor, low-wealth
counties. In Jones County, I finally
found a way to help them build a new
school. That’s the first school they’ve
built in over 30 years. Not because they
didn’t want to, but because they didn’t
have a way to.... The state’s going to have
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to help those (poorer, rural) counties
eventually. In my mind, if I can take
a business, a big business, that could
change the dynamic of that region, and
put it there, then as a state, we don’t have
to help it as much, because it can start to
help itself. I think that’s what we’ve got to
find a way to do.
There are infrastructural components
to that, too. Outfitting industrial sites
with the right utilities and services
– water, sewer, Internet, et cetera.
There’s a whole menu of ingredients,
but what’s top-of-your-mind in terms
of what we can do right now?
You’ve got to have the right
infrastructure, for sure. I’ve mentioned
it before, that there’s certain areas that
I see – Lumberton is, in my mind, a
perfect example. You have Interstate
95 and Interstate 74 going through it.
You have a university there. You have
a community college there. And yet
it’s one of the poorest parts of the state.
Why? Why is that the case? In my mind,
we should be able to locate somebody
there that can change that region....
They have all the ingredients. It’s just, we
haven’t done it. Why haven’t we done it?
... We need to make it a priority.
What tends to come up most when
you’re in conversation with local
government leadership?
Leadership is the key in any of these
areas.... I think the commissioners in
those areas and the city leaders in those
areas are doing everything they can.
They just need help from the state, in my
opinion, with some of these economic
development programs to help them
bring somebody. I think they will do
what they can in their communities to
help with dollars or whatever to help

Senator Brown at his automobile dealership in Jacksonville. Photo credit: Ben Brown

land that particular industry, but we’ve
got to bring them to them and see if we
can’t put a package together. If you never
bring them anything, it won’t happen.
As we were talking about earlier,
you are very busy. You’ve got your
commercial business here, and you’ve
got your leadership position in the
Senate. Could you generalize a day in
the life for us there in Raleigh?
As a majority leader, it’s my job to keep
my caucus informed of what’s going
on.... When we meet in Raleigh, we have
a caucus meeting almost every day. But
as far as Senate work goes, my main job
is to put together the budget, the state
budget. So I spend a lot of time looking
at what we need to do to balance our
budget, control the growth of that
budget, and just make sure that we
have steady growth, not up and down
growth that creates problems in the long
run. I think we’ve been very good at
managing a slow, steady growth in state
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government. Something like 2.5 percent
a year increase in growth. And revenues
have been able to keep up with that.
We’ve been able to do some tax reform
along the way because we’ve been able to
manage that growth. The rainy day fund
is healthy now for the first time. So a lot
of good things. I also spend a lot of time
on economic development; I chair that
committee with Rep. (Susan) Martin on
the House side. I also do a lot with the
military. I’m one of the key chairpersons
on the military affairs commission.
That is so important in eastern North
Carolina, with LeJeune and New River
Air Station here, Cherry Point, Seymour
Johnson (Airforce Base), Fort Bragg,
the Coast Guard station up in Elizabeth
City. If you look at the economy of
eastern North Carolina, the military
and agriculture are really it. So I think
it’s important we keep these bases
viable and try to take advantage of any
opportunities to grow those bases. I
don’t think we’ve done a good job of

military, know all the leaders
on the base. First-name
basis. Have an open line of
communication. So, yeah,
it’s a real partnership, I
would say. It’s important to
the city and to the base.
Do you see a lot of that
intergovernmental or
multi-layer partnership, in
terms of communication
or working together for
good? What’s your advice
on that?
I think here in Onslow
County, we’re one of the
best. Can it be better? It can
always be better.... I think it’s
Senator Brown attends a legislative meeting in Raleigh.
important that the county
Photo credit: Legislative office of Senator Brown
commissioners and the city
councils work together,
because there’s a lot of projects, if you
landing maybe some suppliers of the
work jointly, there’s a lot of savings that
bases to come to North Carolina. I think
can take place, and I think that’s going
there’s some opportunity there.... Seems
on here in Onslow County. But again,
like most of them are up in the Virginia
that’s something I think will have to
or Washington, D.C. area.... There’s a lot
continue, because I think dollars will
of suppliers in the state, but we can get
continue to get tighter and tighter over
more.
time. I think those relationships have
still got to grow more and more....
What role do you think local

There’s a lot of partnerships between
city and county that can continue to
be worked on to find savings.... I think
for the state, for us – I mean, for me
it’s important – your leaders in your
municipalities and counties need to
keep us as informed as possible. And I
will challenge that if you’re a city council
member and you don’t know your
legislator, shame on you. You need to
be talking to them all the time. Because,
really at the local level is where it’s all
happening. And we need input.
What’s the most effective way to get
that going?
The city council here, they call me
and we have a meeting at least two or
three times a year, where I sit down
with them and we talk about issues
that are important to Jacksonville.
(Mayor Pro Tem and League President)
Mike (Lazzara) and I are good friends.
We talk all the time, so we have a
great relationship. That’s the type of
relationship every city should have, I
think. Because, again, there’s a lot going
on that we don’t know about, that (city
leaders) do. SC

government plays in the military
health of North Carolina?
A lot. I can tell you that Onslow County,
we’ve been to the Pentagon on BRAC
(Base Realignment and Closure) issues
before. And I can tell you that local
leaders went on those trips. Here in
Jacksonville, the base is part of the city.
It was annexed. So what goes on at the
base is very important to the City of
Jacksonville. Our local municipality
leaders are very involved with the
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Ready Rating
Municipalities Measurably Improve Emergency Plans
By Ben Brown, NCLM Advocacy Communication Associate

W

earing the trademark red
of her organization, Cally
Edwards asked a gathering
of local government officials what
comes to mind when they think of the
American Red Cross.
“Blankets,” someone said.
“Blood,” said another.
Good answers, acknowledged
Edwards, executive director for the
Red Cross’ 20-county Northeastern
North Carolina Chapter. But, “I have no
needles today,” she said. “We do a lot of
other services in the community that
people don’t always know about.”
North Carolina municipalities are
getting to know an important one: the
Ready Rating, a free tool the League
has helped extend to its members so
they can track and measurably improve
their preparedness for the unexpected
-- a fire, a flood, an epidemic, even a
mass shooter. A string of classes the
League and Red Cross held jointly
across the state recently, including
this one at the Upper Coastal Plain
Council of Governments’ headquarters
in downtown Wilson, connected a
large number of cities and towns to the
program’s value.
Those that access Ready Rating will be
able to accurately measure their current

Cally Edwards of the American Red Cross leads a Ready Rating class in Wilson.
Photo credit: Ben Brown

preparedness level, a pretty vital starting
point toward betterment. Towns that
lack solid plans for various disasters will
be able to create them, with the ability to
educate employees about them, through
Ready Rating.
When Edwards asked the class of
officials whether they had emergency
action plans, many raised their hands.
When she asked how many of them had
reviewed them in the past six months,
and how many were confident their
employees knew the plans well, fewer
and fewer hands went up.
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“Okay, so we all can improve here,”
said Edwards, noting the program isn’t
a one-and-done training; it’s an ongoing
reference.
Step one with Ready Rating is visiting
www.readyrating.org and completing a
self-assessment, which brings the user
into the system, where he or she can
start tracking progress. Following that
is a more in-depth assessment -- with
options of a 20-question survey or one
that’s much more intensive. Based on
answers to those assessments, Ready
Rating will suggest ways to improve
readiness.

Left: (L-R) Andrew DeIonno and Ron Townley of the Upper Coastal
Plain Council of Governments joined the discussion at the Ready
Rating workshop in Wilson. The workshop was held at the council’s
headquarters. Photo credit: Ben Brown

The assessments are very userfriendly and can be downloaded for
distribution, Edwards said. “The great
thing about this is it’s something you can
easily share with people,” said Edwards.
She demonstrated for the class,
bringing up the first prompt -- “We
have an emergency response planning
committee: Yes or no.” If “yes,” that’s a
good start. If “no,” Ready Rating will
suggest one, with helpful details like

sample action steps.
Some answers will
lead the assessmenttaker to digestible
how-to videos.
(There’s also a video
on the front page
to help users get
started.)
Edwards said she takes the assessment
for her own office and acts on the
recommendations. “Every time I do
something, my score improves,” she
said. And every time she logs into Ready
Rating, she’s presented with a dashboard
showing her current score -- an actual
rating -- and what her next steps should
be.
The full assessment is broken down
into five levels -- participation (by

accessing Ready Rating); emergency
planning (understanding possible
threats and impacts); facilities and
equipment (making sure the working
environment is prepared); training
and exercise (making sure there’s
a culture of preparedness); and
extended community (spreading that
preparedness beyond town hall).
“Today I want you to think of this not
just for your own municipality, but also
for your businesses and organizations
in your community, because you can
refer them to this free resource as well,”
Edwards said. “For some of you, your
municipality has the resources to have
those plans, but some small businesses,
churches, organizations -- they may not
have the resources or knowledge. This
gives them those tools.”
continued on page 47
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Municipal Officials Get
the Essentials at Five Sessions
Around the State
By Scott Mooneyham, NCLM Director of Public Affairs

T

he difficulties that can follow
elected municipal officials upon
their election are many and
varied. As one former local official
noted some years ago, “Resources
will always be limited. Ideas will be
unlimited.” He was speaking mostly
of local government finances when
imparting that bit of wisdom. Of
course, the range of challenges faced
by locally-elected officials can run a
gamut from budgetary to personnel to
internal council relations to community
relations.
At the Essentials of Municipal
Government training sessions, staff
from the N.C. League of Municipalities
and the UNC School of Government
help new and veteran municipal
officials consider many of these
challenges, as well as all of the duties and
responsibilities of holding elected office.
These sessions are held every two years,
and are timed to fall after the November
municipal elections in held in oddnumbered years.
This year, the two-day sessions were
held from January to March in five
locations around the state – Hickory,
Chapel Hill, Sunset Beach, Asheville and
Greenville.
The first day was focused largely on
the needs of newly elected officials,
although entire boards and their

managers were
encouraged to attend.
That first day also
included a “LeaderShop
for Veteran Elected
Officials,” open to
both municipal and
county officials, with a
discussion on leading
change locally and
Municipal officials pay close attention at Essentials of
regionally.
Municipal Government session in Hickory.
Photo credit: UNC School of Government
For both new
and veteran elected
responsibilities of municipal governing
officials, Frayda Bluestein and Norma
boards.
Houston of the School of Government
Day Two of the sessions included
led ethics training on that first day. This
a review of municipal government
training is required by state statute,
financial management, with the School
and helps locally elected officials to
of Government’s Bill Rivenbark leading
understand the potential for conflicts of
the sessions and NCLM Grassroots
interest, and public and legal duties as
Coordinator Vickie Miller helping
officeholders. The training is often cited
coordinate activities. A breakout
in media accounts as helping to elected
session that followed involved various
officials understand those obligations.
League and School of Government
Other programming over the first day
representatives leading discussions
of the sessions included explanations
on how council members can work
of the various roles of municipal
together to perform various duties and
government, and how they fulfill those
roles. The day also included a budget
roles, from Bluestein and NCLM Legal
simulation exercise.
Counsel Kim Hibbard; a presentation
NCLM Executive Director Paul
from School of Government Dean Mike
Meyer spoke to attendees about the
Smith on the school’s resources that
League, its history, its offerings and how
help municipalities; and Carl Steinburg
the organization is member-driven.
of the school and local representatives
That discussion included an explanation
from NCLM explaining the roles and
continued on page 47
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Preferred Partners Spotlight

Public Private Partnerships:
Leveraging the Private Section
In each edition of Southern City, the Preferred Partner Spotlight features one of the
League’s Preferred Partners, select vendors that have entered into agreements designed
to save cities and towns money through bundled purchasing and service arrangements.

Public Private Partnerships:
Leveraging the Private Sector
Every day, municipal utilities are faced with
aging infrastructure, eroding revenue bases,
regulatory pressures, and loss of personnel.
Many of these problems can be solved by
leveraging the strengths of the private sector
through a Public Private Partnership (“P3”).
Municipalities are relieved of the day-today administration of personnel, facility
operations and regulatory obligations, while
maintaining increased control over costs,
quality of service and regulatory compliance.
P3s come in many forms, including:

Operation, Maintenance and
Management of Public Utilities
Municipalities across North Carolina
contract with private partners for the
operation of water, sewer and electric
utilities. Municipalities retain ownership
and control of the assets, but personnel,
equipment and expertise are provided by the
private partner.

Private Financing of Infrastructure
This model leverages the expertise of a
private partner in delivering capital projects
to provide a service to the public partner
using assets designed, constructed, operated,
maintained, and financed by the private
partner. Typically, the public partner retains
control of rates and service.

Privatization of Infrastructure
This model transfers ownership of assets to
a private partner who assumes control of
rates and service levels. Risks and liabilities
are transferred to the private partner and
public partner has limited responsibility and
control.

What are the benefits of a P3?
Transfer of Risk
A P3 transfers risk from the public partner
to the private partners, including compliance
and financing the replacement of aging
infrastructure.

Optimize Value to Residents
Private partners bring efficiencies to a
public utility that are difficult for smaller
municipalities to achieve, who may not
possess the specialized skills, training and
resources to deliver the level of service
offered by private partners. The private

advantage results from market competition,
newer technology and personnel
development.

Optimize Return on Investment
Private partners can deliver services with
both a lower capital and operating cost and
quicker delivery. Typically, a public project
results in a mean overspend of 20% on both
the capital and operating costs, compared
to a fixed price offered by the private sector
in a P3.
Envirolink will work with town councils
and managers to help understand how
P3s can work for your town. We utilize
our expanded expertise and resources and
non-governed cost allocations to accelerate
delivery of projects within a budget. The
customers only pay for the services needed,
which provides significant cost savings in
lieu of increased staff. SC
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Member Relations Corner

Why We Do What We Do
By Jennifer Cohen, NCLM Director of Business & Membership Development
Services

B

y the time this article appears,
League staff will be busily
presenting new and renewal
insurance quotes. For us, spring is open
enrollment time. Field staff are doing
what they do best and what they love
most: spending time with our members.
If you are in one of the insurance
pools, you are probably very familiar
with them. Lisa Kinsey, Rob Shepherd,
Angela Greene and our new addition,
Eleanor Snell, have over 75 years of
experience working with NC cities and
towns. Joining them on these visits is
some of my favorite time.
I asked the Business and Membership
Development staff to share their
thoughts about their jobs. Their
responses are really a tribute to you, our
members.
Brittney Hunter, BMD Strategist:
“I’ve learned that our members are
phenomenal individuals who are
very passionate about what they do.
They don’t just sit around and wait for
someone else to tackle the hard stuff,
they handle it themselves. I appreciate
the wisdom and the strong work ethic of
our membership.”
Diane Godwin, the driving force
behind our Annual Conferences, said
she could “go on and on.” (And if
you know Diane, you know this isn’t
idle talk). She said: “To see and hear

of advancements and growth in our
towns and cities makes me feel good
about what little I do contribute to
our members. Each League meeting,
conference or gathering brings our
members closer together and the
meetings help them to share ideas,
challenges and friendship.”
Angela Greene, western NC field
consultant: “I get to visit with our
members most every working day. I
enjoy meeting with them to talk about
League programs and upcoming events,
but most of all, I like listening to them
tell their stories about accomplishments
they have made in their community, as
well as sharing what is most challenging
at the time. It is always a great feeling
when I can help them find answers for
their concerns or assist them with more
cost-effective insurance programs. “
Rob Shepherd, Associate Director:
“Growing up with a father who worked
in local government and a mother
who was active in volunteering in the
community I grew up in, I have always
had the desire for public service with the
goal of improving the lives of other. I’ve
been working for the League for over
21 years and each day I have considered
it an honor to work for the League
membership, to assist municipal elected
officials and their staff, who serve
tirelessly and oftentimes thanklessly, in
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finding ways to improve the well-being
of their cities and towns and the lives of
their citizens.”
Lisa Kinsey, Central NC Field
Consultant: “First, I really like the
job is not the same on any given
day. We go from insurance renewal/
quote period to visiting members and
attending conferences to represent the
League. Second, I love insurance and
risk management and I believe whole
heartedly in self-insured pools. It means
a lot to me to support our towns and
cities. There is a lot of gratitude working
with members. They are like my big
extended family. Most of you know that
my family is in Maine, so I could use all
the NC family I can get. “
Eleanor Snell, our newest addition
to the field staff, says, “I’m the ‘new kid’
on the block with member services and
have been amazed by the devotion and
dedication that our members have for
their towns and cities. I am fortunate
to be able to help our members provide
the very best they can to help those they
serve.”
Over the next few months, I hope
that you will use our field staff to find
solutions for you. As always, we are
here for you. Let us help you grow
your hometown into the best it can be.
Happy spring! SC

Talk

of our

Towns
Burlington
Celebrates 125th
Anniversary with
Lighting Event

T

he City of Burlington was
incorporated by the North
Carolina General Assembly
on February 14, 1893, making 2018
Burlington’s 125th year. A year-long
celebration of the Quasquicentennial
kicked off on February 13 at the
Burlington Municipal Building
with a lighting ceremony. The event
included remarks and refreshments,
including a limited edition
“Quasquicentennial” ice cream flavor
created for the occasion by Smitty’s

Ice Cream. And then, the switch
was flipped to light the building in
blue and gold to stand as a year-long
reminder of the milestone being
celebrated.
On January 10, led by Senator Rick
Gunn and Representative Steve Ross,
both the North Carolina Senate and
House issued statements honoring
the City’s 125th anniversary. Those
statements were presented to the City
at the lighting ceremony. Burlington
second graders in ABSS schools
designed birthday cards to the City
highlighting their favorite places in
town and coloring contest winners
announced at the lighting ceremony
on February 13.
The celebrations will continue
throughout the year and multiple
community organizations plan to
contribute to the commemoration
of the Quasquicentennial. As
events are added throughout the
year, updates will be placed on
www.Burlington125.com. The
community is also invited to join
the conversation on social media
using #Burlington125. Tagged social

The City of Burlington hit the grand young age of 125 on February 14 and decked out the
Municipal Building in the city’s trademark colors. Photo credit: City of Burlington

media posts will be aggregated on the
website.
“Burlington’s 125th anniversary is a
wonderful opportunity to learn about
the City’s history and get excited
about where our city is headed,”
said Public Information Officer
Rachel Kelly. “It is important that
our citizens and merchants embrace
the celebration in their own way and
many have already expressed plans to
do so.”

Rocky Mount
becomes first city
in NC to adopt
Otocast mobile
app for sculpture
exhibitions
Rocky Mount has become the first
city in the state to adopt Otocast,
a free mobile app for audio guides.
Alicyn Wiedrich, art curator for
the Maria V. Howard Arts Center,
is leading the charge in North
Carolina of encouraging the public
to download Otocast and to learn
more about the amazing collection of
sculptures throughout Rocky Mount.
The app asks users for permission
to tap into the device’s GPS system.
Once the GPS is enabled, the app will
provide a location, directions and
pictures for Sculpture Salmagundi.
Salmagundi means an eclectic
mixture of people, ideas or objects.
Sculpture Salmagundi is also a
national juried exhibition hosted
by the city of Rocky Mount. Juried
exhibitions are competitions in
which the participants’ work is
judged by a person or a panel.
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There are currently 17 new,
temporary Sculpture Salmagundis
at various locations, including
the Rocky Mount Senior Center,
Thelonious Monk Square, the Helen
P. Gay Rocky Mount Historic Train
Station, City Lake, the Dog Park,
Sunset Park and the Imperial Centre
for the Arts and Sciences. According
to Wiedrich, the first sculpture by an
African-American artist featured in
the exhibition is currently located at
the Frederick E. Turnage Municipal
Building (City Hall).
In addition to photos, the app
offers accompanying audio from
the artists with more information
about their creation. Participants also
have an opportunity to be a part of
the People’s Choice Award in which
a voting feature on the app allows
the public to select their favorite
sculpture–the sculpture they would
like to see remain in Rocky Mount.
“This app is a way we can measure
engagement, so I decided to do
this in order to engage the public
and bring more awareness to our
sculptures,” said Weidrich. “You
can learn more about the sculpture
without even being here.”
While Rocky Mount is the first
in the state to embrace Otocast,
the app’s developer, Eric Feinstein,
has sought out other historic places
and cities who may have sculpture
competitions such as Maryland,
Virginia and more.
For more information on Otocast
and Sculpture Salmagundi, visit
www.imperialcentre.org. To
download the Otocast app, visit the
App Store or Google Play.

Need a Jolt? Park
Your Electric
Vehicle at One
of Three City of
Asheville Parking
Garages to Charge
Your Car While
Downtown.

places around town. He said he likes
the fact that the Wall Street garage
EV station is a more powerful, Level
II, 220 charging station. At home,
it would take eight hours to charge
his car. At the Wall Street garage EV
station it would only take four.
And a free charge offers him
an incentive to use the stations.
“You don’t pay anything for the
Chargepoint card,” Himmelheber
explained. “The thing is some
Chargepoint stations charge you so
when you flash your card up you
have to make sure it says free or else
you get a bill in the mail.”
A full charge at home is 80 cents,
Himmelheber estimated. “If you
charge your car at a place where
they charge you it’s more like $3,” he
noted.
Himmelheber’s Ford C-Max
enregi has a range of about 30 miles
around town before any fossil fuel
support kicks in. He feels good about
lowering his carbon output and
contributing to cleaner air through
use of his hybrid car.
Now that he knows about the new
EV charging stations downtown,
Himmelheber said he “would
definitely use it.” SC

Through a partnership with Duke
Energy Carolinas, electric vehicle
charging stations — called EVs for
short — have recently been installed
in:
• Wall Street Parking Garage,
top floor
• Rankin Avenue Parking Garage,
bottom level
A third EV in the Biltmore Avenue
Parking Garage is privately owned
and operated.
In January 2017, City Council
voted to accept a $10,000 grant
from Duke Energy for the $20,000
project. The City’s portion to pay for
installation came from the Parking
Services Enterprise Fund. The
action supports Council’s Vision
2036, which promotes a clean and
healthy environment, continuing
sustainability efforts by promoting
cleaner energy options.
Best of all, charging your
car at Wall Street or Rankin
Avenue garages is free.
John Himmelheber of
West Asheville drives a Ford
hybrid sedan C-Max enregi.
Using his ChargePoint
card, which provides access
to EV charging stations,
Asheville parking garages are now the home of
Himmelheber has been able
electric vehicle charging stations.
to charge his car in several
Photo credit: City of Asheville
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Leaping the Digital Divide continued from page 28
Other policy changes that would
incentivize and speed up construction
of broadband systems across the state
would require action by the N.C.
General Assembly. If authorized under
state law, these local government
actions would lower costs for
broadband providers:
1. Building broadband infrastructure
and leasing it to private providers.
Such infrastructure includes
conduit, fiber, and backhaul
electronics.
2. Requiring installation of fiber with
all new commercial and residential
construction projects. Updates to
the State Building Code would be
necessary to implement this policy.
3. Instituting “dig once” policies. A
dig once policy requires utility
providers, when they undertake
a project in the right-of-way,
to coordinate with the local
government on the installation
of extra fiber or conduit. Such
policies require a high level of
oversight by the local government,
including advanced planning
and development of technical
specifications.
4. Implementing “one-touch makeready” policies. Make-ready is
a telecommunications industry
term that refers to the work
performed on a utility pole when
providers with existing wires move
those assets to make room for
another entity’s wires. Typically,
each provider on a pole takes
responsibility for moving their
own wires, which results in a slow,
duplicative process before the new
pole user can install their wires.

One-touch make-ready policies
mandate that one technician should
move all wires on the pole at once.
At the state level, North Carolina
can incentivize the construction of
broadband infrastructure networks
by instituting policies that mandate
installation of underground conduit to
house fiber in the future. Under such
a policy, every time a state agency—
such as the N.C. Department of
Transportation or N.C. Railroad—dug
in the right-of-way, it would install
conduit at the same time. This conduit
could then be leased in the future to
an ISP, who could easily install fiber in
the conduit, thereby saving time and
money with the reduced barriers to
accessing the public right-of-way. To
take these policies a step further, state
agencies could also install dark fiber
along their managed right-of-way and
lease it to ISPs.
And as with all other forms of
basic infrastructure, broadband
infrastructure will only become
ubiquitous in North Carolina with
financial support from all levels of
government, including federal, state,
and local.
Finally, N.C. state policy-makers can
stimulate a build-out of broadband
infrastructure with policies designed to
incentivize customers to subscribe to
the service. All ISPs—whether public,
private, or non-profit—must make a
business case for recouping the costs
of investing in the infrastructure.
Therefore, they require a minimum
“adoption rate,” or number of
subscribers, to meet the financial

targets in the business case. State
programs to educate North Carolinians
about the benefits of high-speed
internet service, subsidies for lowincome subscribers, and other digital
literacy efforts will all contribute to
making the dollars and cents add up
for ISPs.

Conclusion
High-speed broadband is now
fundamental to commerce, education
and health care in North Carolina. It is
essential 21st Century infrastructure,
and just like roads and bridges,
communities that are not adequately
connected to the larger network cannot
and will not succeed economically.
Although gaps in access to minimal
Internet connections may be closing in
rural communities, those connections
are nearly obsolete for many uses as
soon as established. Meanwhile, the
types of high upload speeds required
of digitally-intensive businesses –
whether home-based entrepreneurs or
high-tech firms connecting to similar
businesses around the world – remain
lacking in a wide swath of the state.
The demand for better and faster
Internet is not going to slow, in North
Carolina or anywhere around the
globe. As that demand increases, the
technology and investment needed
to meet it will only grow as well.
Encouraging a blend of public and
private investment is required if that
demand is to be met. And meeting that
demand is fundamental to ensuring that
all North Carolina communities survive
and thrive into the 21st century. SC
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Here We Grow: Fuquay-Varina continued from page 5
making beer inside an old airplane
hangar. Today the company has 125
employees and does nearly $4 million
in sales. Aviator also exports to South
Korea, Taiwan, Brazil, Germany and
several other countries.
“This significant expansion
by Aviator Brewing Company
demonstrates the importance of
Fuquay-Varina’s support for our existing
businesses,” said Town Manager Adam
Mitchell. “Continuing to support and
strengthen the partnership with one

of the community’s most dedicated
businesses is part of the Town’s overall
economic development model.”
The expansion will be supported, in
part, by incentive funding approved
by the Town Board of Commissioners.
Under the terms of the company’s
incentive agreement, Aviator Brewing
Company is eligible to receive up to
$203,250 of economic development
funding assistance. Town funds will
be paid to the company after all of the
project’s capital expenditures have been
completed.

“Aviator is a destination not only
for downtown Fuquay-Varina but
for the entire Triangle region and
state,” said Jim Seymour, the Town’s
Economic Development Director,
whose department oversees downtown
development projects. “This project
once again demonstrates the growth
opportunities Fuquay-Varina can offer
industry leaders who are positioning
themselves for long-term success.” SC

Strategic Leadership Education for
Municipal and County Elected Officials
Evaluating Manager and Board Performance

Upcoming Budget and Finance Opportunities

APRIL 6 — GREENVILLE

Visit lela.unc.edu for more information on these courses and more.

APRIL 20 — ASHEVILLE

Boards and managers work interdependently in leading and governing their
communities. To work together successfully, both parties must have clear
and common expectations about their respective roles and how they will
be held accountable.
Regular, constructive feedback is important to ensure that both parties do
their part to meet community expectations. Participants who complete this
program will learn how to develop a successful evaluation process and how
to avoid the pitfalls common with board self-assessments and manager
evaluations.
To register, visit bit.ly/EMBP2018 and click “Click here to register for this
upcoming course offering” under the program title. To register by phone,
call 919.966.4414.

Budgeting and Financial Basics for Local Elected Officials
MAY 9 — NASHVILLE

This half-day course is designed to go beyond the strategic aspects of the
budget and delve into areas often confusing for elected officials, such as
availability of fund balance, revenue-neutral tax rates, statutory limitations
on available reserve funds and contingencies, the role of capital reserve
funds, and other important aspects of the overall budgetary process.
Fiduciary Responsibilities for Local Elected Officials
MAY 16 — HICKORY

This workshop focuses on the financial fiduciary responsibilities that elected
officials have regarding the annual audit, the oversight of fund balance, and
reporting requirements of the Local Government Commission. Instruction
will include real-life examples of internal control challenges and how board
involvement can help overcome those challenges.

Scholarships are available thanks to Local Government Federal Credit Union.
Visit lela.unc.edu for an up-to-date calendar of educational programs offered through the
Local Elected Leaders Academy.
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Ready Rating continued from page 39
That resonated with attendees of
the Wilson class, many of whom
work directly with first-responders
and know how limited resources can
be during times of crisis. “It’s all about
education,” said Roanoke Rapids Fire
Chief Stacy Coggins. “Because when
the citizens of your community know
what to do to take care of themselves
…”
Further, each facility, even those
within a single government, can use
Ready Rating to develop their own,
individualized action plan.
She added that everything on
the website is vetted by experts and
is Occupational Safety and Health
Administration-compliant.
Having such value, Ready Rating
was a natural adoption for the
League, displaced from its own
headquarters in 2017 during a fivealarm fire in downtown Raleigh.
But the League has also worked with

Taking the Field

cities and towns across the state that
have dealt with their own hardships,
noted Lisa Kinsey, Business &
Membership Development Services
Consultant at the League and a
facilitator of the Wilson program.
“We’ve done our share of disasters,
with flooding, hurricanes and
tornadoes in the state,” she said.
Edwards called it “the
unavoidable,” the fact that so many
dynamics exist that could intersect
and cause devastating problems for
cities or organizations. Systematic
preparedness can account for
a priceless difference. And that
makes Ready Rating all the more
astonishing for its cost of entry: free.
League members seeking more
information can contact Jennifer
Cohen at jcohen@nclm.org or
Brittney Hunter at bhunter@nclm.org.
SC

Millennials continued from page 13
“One thing that you can never
do is say to any of your younger
workers or people in your
community, ‘Well, when I was your
age!’ Not relevant,” said Thornhill.
“Not relevant. ‘When I was your
age’ just isn’t relevant. Because we’re
not in that time anymore. We’re not
going back to that device, ever.”
Said Wyatt: “It has nothing to do
with this new crop of 20- to 30-yearolds, and more to do with the fact
of we are looking at those issues of
work-life balance, of succession-

planning, or training, through
a different lens now, especially
with technology. It’s factoring in
the changing world around us as
well. The economy is based on far
different things nowadays than it
was 40 years ago. Factoring that in
to how we recruit and retain and
attract people to a local government
career, I think, is critically
important.”
For more, check out Episode 42
of Municipal Equation at nclm.org/
municipalequation. SC

continued from page 48
towns in the western half of the state,
both in terms of savings and paving
the way for LED conversions. By and
large, that settlement provides for the
changes we sought listed above and will
save municipal customers $2 million
annually
Look for more details about the rate
cases and LED conversion in a future
edition of Southern City.
And, of course, we will continue to
look for ways to serve NCLM member
cities and towns in meaningful ways,
just like with this effort, that can bring
savings and better service to municipal
residents. SC

Municipal Officials
continued from page 40

of how NCLM’s strategic planning process,
Vision 2030, was developed by members to
guide the organization in helping cities and
towns prepare for the future by exercising
more control over their structures and
functions, more widely using technology in
the delivery of services, demonstrate their
value to the public, and more widely engage
in partnership with public- and private-sector
entities. He then discussed how NCLM has
changed over the past three years in response
to those goals.
“League members work together to develop
advocacy goals and guiding principles, and
members and staff work diligently to promote
municipal interests,” Meyer said.
The sessions generate media interest this
year, with extensive news coverage coming out
of the Asheville session. SC
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Taking the Field

For Municipalities,
Electricity Rates Matter
By Paul Meyer
NCLM Executive Director

M

unicipalities and
municipal operations
are significant users of

electricity.
That statement may be pretty
obvious to most of the readers of
Southern City, but it is probably
something that many members of the
public don’t think a lot about. As retail
users, even some of our mid-sized
cities incur annual electricity costs
well into the millions of dollars. Those
retail uses include things like operating
drinking water and wastewater
treatment plants, and street lighting.
As such significant users of
electricity, and as unique users in
regard to street lighting, North
Carolina cities and towns have a
significant stake in the overall retail
rates charged by Duke Energy Progress
(DEP) and Duke Energy Carolinas
(DEC).
That being the case, the N.C. League
of Municipalities has weighed in as
an intervener in recent cases filed
by Duke Energy before the North
Carolina Utilities Commission. We did
so in 2013, and we have done so in the
DEP and DEC rate requests that have
been in the news recently. The Utilities
Commission decides these cases –
and whether and how much rates

will increase -- because Duke Energy
is a private, regulated utility with a
regulated rate of return.
At the League, we recognize
that municipalities have a duty to
make their operations as efficient
and affordable as possible for their
taxpayers. We also know that as a part
of the strategic plan adopted by NCLM
members that more effective use of
technology and more control over
resources is critical to municipalities’
future. So, as an advocate for member
cities and towns, we see it as our duty
to ensure that you are being charged a
fair rate by your electricity provider.
As a part of intervening in the case,
we have been involved -- through
the hiring of independent counsel
-- in initial filings, working with
representatives of League members
like Burlington City Manager Hardin
Watkins and Greensboro Department
of Transportation Director Adam
Fischer on testimony filed and made
before the commission, and in
numerous discussions with Utilities
Commission Public Staff (representing
the public interest) and Duke Energy
attorneys.
Our involvement, though, goes
back further. Since the 2013 rate case,
the League has been holding joint
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meetings with Duke Energy and
League members to continue dialogue
about street lighting and the costs
associated with conversion to LED
technology.
Among the positions that we have
taken in the DEC case, where LED
conversion has been slower and faced
more hurdles: Advocating for lower
conversion costs and lower street
lighting rates because of electricity
savings created by LED; asking for
changes in rate classes that have acted
as a disincentive to conversion to
the new technology; and allowing
payment of conversion costs to be
spread over several years.
We’ve also joined with other
intervenors in urging that the overall
rate requests sought by Duke Energy
lowered.
At this writing, the Utilities
Commission had issued an order in
the DEP case granting a much lower
rate of return than the company had
requested and rejecting a request that
could have limited savings created
by off-peak and on-peak rates. And
in the DEC case, we had just reached
a partial settlement (which still
must be officially approved by the
Utilities Commission) that promises
substantial benefits to cities and
continued on page 47
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